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1. Find the term corresponding to each definition
background

licences and user rights to foreground and background

foreground

information and IP rights (granted or applied) that participants
hold before the signature of the grant agreement
making foreground available to the public

access rights
dissemination

results generated in the project and IP rights attached to the
results

2. Choose the right answer. Regarding the definition of background available to the project, a
positive list is…
a) a list that defines the background that will not be made available for access rights
b) a list that defines the background that will be made available for access rights, excluding all the
rest
c) a list that states that everything not included in it will be made available for access rights
d) a list that details the economic conditions for access rights to participants’ background and
foreground
3. Choose the right answers. Participants have the joint ownership of the results…
a) only if they state so in their consortium agreement
b) when they generate foreground by common efforts and their individual contributions cannot be
ascertained
c) whenever they decide to own the foreground jointly
d) if the coordinator of the project so agrees with the European Commission
4. Choose the right answer. Generally speaking, “protection” of foreground means…
a)
b)
c)
d)

ensuring that all project works are carried out in the safest way
ensuring that the foreground is safe for humans and environmental-friendly
protection by intellectual property rights, such as patents
protection of foreground by patents exclusively

5. Choose the right answers. When a participant wants to grant an exclusive licence to its
background or foreground…
a) it shall first obtain a written statement by which the other participants waive their access rights
to it
b) such exclusive licences to foreground cannot be granted
c) it shall simply inform the other parties of its intentions
d) the European Commission might object to the granting of an exclusive licence to foreground
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6. Choose the right answers. Before carrying out any dissemination activity participants shall…
a)
b)
c)
d)

consider the protection and use of foreground
inform the European Commission
consider the legitimate interests of the other participants
inform the other participants

7. Choose the right answers. Use of foreground can be done…
a)
b)
c)
d)

in further research and/or commercial activities
only when the foreground has been previously disseminated
by participants alone or in cooperation with third parties
only when all participants decide on a common strategy

8. Choose the right answer. Access rights shall be granted…
a)
b)
c)
d)

whenever necessary and following written request
only if the granting participant is willing to grant them
at the beginning of the project, once and for all
by all the participants to the coordinator and the European Commission

9. Choose the right answer. Access rights for use shall be granted…
a)
b)
c)
d)

always royalty-free to foreground, to background on fair and reasonable conditions
royalty-free for both foreground and background
on fair and reasonable conditions for both foreground and background
royalty-free or on fair and reasonable conditions, depending on the agreement between
participants

10. Choose the right answer. According to the FP7 rules, certain entities affiliated to the
participants…
a)
b)
c)
d)

do not have any access rights, unless participants so agree
may enjoy access rights for the purposes of using foreground which is their property
have the same access rights as participants
have the same rights as participants, but always granted on fair and reasonable conditions

